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COVER ARTIST 

flight-sculpture 

Paul Villinski 

Flying can mean simply leaving the ground and flying up into 

the sky, but it can also denote the realization of our hopes and 

dreams. New York artist Paul Villinski is coming into the 

limelight with works that express this kind of meaning and 

feeling. He says he came to realize why people yearned to fly 

when flying a small glider himself. Using easily found objects 

such as gloves and beer cans to depict flight, his works appeal 

readily to the viewer while visually stimulating our desire to fly . 

The gloves and beer cans that Villinski picks up on the 

street are worthless objects that someone has used and thrown 
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1. <Airlift>, aluminum 

{faund beer cans j, 
gold leaf. wire, 

thread, recycled oak, 

36x3x3",2006 

2. < Wishful Thinking >, 

leather boots. steel, 

32xgx13 ",199B 

3. <Muse>, aluminum 

{found beer cans j, 
wire, lead, saot, 

74x4Bx11",200B 

7. ("!/i5!i!.iif>. 36x3x3". 

2006 

2. ('=f~ {gZfI. 

32x9x 73". 7998 

3. (ff?O. ). 74x48x 77" 
2008 



To fly is a natural desire that all human beings must have dreamed of. 

Continually resurfacing in such forms as Icarus 's wings, Leonardo da Vinci's air

craft sketches, or the Wright bro thers 'flights, the history of this desire, like art, is 

a product of imagination and deviation that is never satisfied with reality. 

away. He sews the gloves together to make wings, cuts up 

beer cans and records to make a flock of butterflies, or makes 

an airplane out of an old wheelchair from a hospital. By 

visually expressing the moment of flight in this way, his 

sculptures both reflect our dreams of flying and give new value 

to everyday objects discarded in the street. From something 

useless to something imbued with our dreams: Villinski's works 

reveal anew the power of the artistic imagination. 

text by Hur Tae-woo \ photos courtesy of Morgan Lehman Gallery, New 

York and Jonathan Ferrara Gallery, New Orleans 
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1. <Sortie >, wood, wire, 

motors and electrical 

componenrs, helmet, 

steel stand, 

80x38x29", 2005 

2. <Wish U >( detail) , 

aluminum (found beer 

cans), wire, 12 volt 

bulbs and electrical 

componenrs, variable 

dimensians, 2003 

3. <Aerodyne>, wood, 

fabric, steel, helmet, 

36x119x12.25", 

2005 

4. <Lift >,found work 

9'aves, belts, hand 

stitching, steel 

armature. 

48x105x12", 1995 

1. (~>. BOx3Bx29-. 

2005 

2. (~'Y II >, 2003 

3. (ti/~'W, 36x119 

x 12. 25', 2005 

4. (~i?f) 4Bx 105x 12-, 

1995 
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